‘Be Mine, Valentine’ Bracelet
What You Will Need
1 x 1m small kerb chain
8 x 10mm x 8mm glass pearls in Garnet
4 x diamante 8mm spacers
1 x 6mm stopper bead
1 x 30cm length of 1mm elastic (alternatively you can use
tiger tail but please not you will need a clasp and the relevant
connectors for this option)
In addition you will require cutter pliers, a pair of flat nosed
pliers and a pair of round nose pliers.
1. Start by trimming your chain into 4 equal lengths (Fig 1).
2.

Tie on a stopper bead onto the end of the your elastic (Fig 2). This bead will stop your design falling off
the other end and will be removed once you have completed your design. It is better if you use a
stopper bead that is a contrasting colour to the crystals you are using so that it doesn’t accidently get
mistaken for the design.

3. Thread on one of your lengths of chain onto the elastic making sure you thread the elastic in and out of
the links on the chain (Fig 3).
4. After the first length of chain thread a glass pearl, a diamante spacer and another glass pearl (Fig 4).
5. Add on a second piece of chain by threading the elastic through the links of the chain again as per step
3
6. Add a glass pearl.
7. Add your third section of chain in the same way as before.
8. Next add glass pearl, a diamante spacer and another glass pearl in the same way as step 4
9. Add your final section of chain before finishing with your final glass pearl.
10. Trim off the stopper bead and tie your elastic using a few overhand knots to complete. For extra
security you can add a small drop of clear nail varnish to the knot if required.
11. To add the heart pendant open a jump ring and link on the heart and add it to one of the chain links
before closing the jump ring again.
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